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Abstract: Tweets are short messages that are posted by twitter users on their timeline, and are limited to 280 characters, which 
can be viewed by user’s followers. Users when referring to a particular topic and express their concern towards it, they tweet 
their message with hash-tag pertaining to that topic. According to twitters trending algorithm, if a hash-tag gets frequently used 
in a period of time, it gets into the twitter’s top trending list, Which can be viewed by users globally. Twitter, a powerful social 
media, has the power to bring a massive impact in the real world. But it also exposes its negative impact, as it may also be used to 
misguide people. In this paper, we experiment on detection of twitter’s malicious users and handle trends using hybrid-seg 
framework. Hybrid tweet segmentation also called as hybrid-seg is used to obtain immense peculiar segmented tweet. 
Keywords: Network security, Twitter trends, Tweet segmentation, Hybrid-seg Framework. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Social Networking sites fall into a major part of our day to day activity. Right from our everyday activities daily news to gossips 
about celebs. Social media is medium used to connect people a around the globe irrespective of the distance, time & cost. It is a 
platform where users post their views on a certain topic, share content and express their concern about a social issue which cannot 
be avoided but can be prevented. Twitter is one of the most widely used social media, and there are more than millions of active 
users in it. In twitter the messages posted are called as tweets, the user's followers can see those tweets on their timeline. The word 
“tweet” is introduced as it kind of matches the short sound that comes from a bird. It is used as a real-time information medium 
during important events such as election or environmental disasters. When a particular topic pulls the attention of a user, then they 
post their tweet with a hash-tag pertaining to the topic, the hash-tag which has been used more frequently during a particular time 
slot, gets into the top trending list. Now, coming to this, we cannot expect everything to be done in the right way. Likewise, when it 
is comes to such big platforms there are going to be various challenges involved. So hence in this case, it is misusing of the hash-
tags in twitter. Spammers spams the timeline by using the popular hash-tags in their tweet, even though they are not related to it, in 
order to trend their tweet. Study shows that manipulation of Google trends can be executed by spammers, through indulging mass of 
people to search for particular word phrase in Google more often[1]. To show inclining topics[2], a restrictive calculation is used by 
twitter, containing words that is related with "slanting" trademark . While current situations (e.g., "Olympics") mirrors Twitter's 
slanting points, they as often as possible enjoy words for conspicuous discussion themes (e.g.,"#oomf," "preparing"), with no 
segregation between the different sorts of substance. The web has turned into a critical all inclusive stage that joins together 
relatively regular assignments like correspondence, sharing, and joint effort. Online Social Networks (OSNs), are mediated more 
often than not by impersonators, phishers, scammers and spammers , and are even hard to distinguish them. Surely understood 
Personalities like government officials, famous people, sports people, media people and other set up individuals with huge fan 
followings are more defenseless against these kind of experiences. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
The existing system provides Kalman filter, the estimation of the obscure factors, for example, clamor and different mistakes can be 
dictated by arrangement of estimations saw over a day and age and by executing Support Vector Machine(SVM) classifier to 
address order issues of tweets, including written by hand, digit acknowledgment, object acknowledgment, content characterization , 
and picture recovery. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In short it is named as hybrid-seg. It is utilized to accomplish superb tweets out of substantial obtaining of tweets. HybridSeg[8] 
finds the best division of a tweet by expanding the whole of the stickiness scores of its contender fragments. The stickiness score 
figure with the verbalization being a stage in a specific dialect (i.e, universal area) and the explanation being a stage encased in the 
collection of tweets (i.e, limited lexion).HybridSeg is outlined to incrementively examine from persuaded sections as pseudo input. 
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IV. STEMMING AND LEMMATIZATION 
The words acquired from hybrid-seg strategies are then handled by Stemming and Lemmatization methodologies[9] are utilized to 
partition and fragment tweets in an exceptionally effective way. Stemming usually alludes to an inelegant heuristic activity that cuts 
off the finishes of words in the conviction of acquiring this objective greatest number of times, and for the most part incorporates the 
evacuation of imitative append. Lemmatization by and large construes to doing everything effectively with the utilization of a 
lexicon and phonological examination of words, regularly expecting to expel inflectional closings and furthermore to give back the 
root or vocabulary type of a word, which is known as the lemma. The stemming is utilized to trim words to its root frame, though 
lemmatization separates words in the root shape. For instance, stemming trims "waking" into "walk", while lemmatization idenifies 
the word, and changes it as indicated by the setting in which it is utilized. For instance, lemmatization trims "saw" into "see" or "saw 
by verb or thing conext. The point of both stemming and lemmatization is to diminish the polluted figure and now and then exceed 
related type of the word to a typical establishment, for example, to group the tweets in view of their reality. For instance, the up and 
coming expression "He Sigin" in the subsidiary tweet into the arrangement of tweets talking about the tune "He Sigin", a subject 
which is as of now inclining in a specific place. A segment can be a named character (e.g., a motion picture titled "batman"), a 
syntactic important educated bit (e.g., "yet to be released"), or some other sort of sentences which seem "more than by shot" [10]. In 
this illustration, a tweet " We are a gathering of companion who love to investigate places" is part into three portions. 
Grammatically important bits "gathering of companions", "who love to" and "investigate places" are protected. The reason being 
these segments save syntactic significance of the tweet more exact than every one of its creating words does, the subject of the tweet 
can be better caught in the back to back handle of the tweet. For instance, this verbalization based symbolization could be utilized to 
decorate the extraction of area geologically from tweets in view of the portion "places". 

V. DATA COLLECTION USING API 
An Application Programme Interface(API) is a sequence of actions, protocols, and utilities for developing software applications. 
specification of how software components should interact is basically, defined by an API. Moreover, when it comes to programming 
the graphical user interface (GUI) peripherals, APIs are used. Here, we are incorporating two APIs, they are Stream API and Rest 
API, so as to gain access to twitters’ public trends and to demonstrate the existence of malicious users and fake accounts, it gives the 
access to analyzing tweets posted by users. "REST API"[3] is joined to offer engineers a far reaching cluster of administrations to 
empower computerization of Twitter usefulness. One of those administrations is the REST API. REST is an acronym for 
Representational State Transfer. The full clarification of everything involved in a legitimate REST definition is outside of the extent 
of this article; be that as it may, it is accessible somewhere else on. For the subject secured here, it is adequate to express that REST 
empowers engineers to get to data and assets utilizing a straightforward HTTP summon. For instance, take ChickenShop.com works 
a Web webpage that business sectors chickens' nourishments to its clients. Clients who get to the site can see an immense nature of 
nourishment assortments. They do this the outdated route: by clicking joins. By this implies, Services of ChickenShop.com is made 
accessible to people. 
The "Twitter Streaming API"[4] is an ability gave by Twitter that enables anybody to recover at most a 1% test of the considerable 
number of information by giving a few parameters. As per the documentation, the example will return at most 1% of the 
considerable number of tweets delivered on Twitter at a given time. Once the quantity of tweets coordinating the given parameters 
shrouds 1% of the considerable number of tweets on Twitter, Twitter will start to test the information came back to the client. The 
techniques that Twitter utilizes to test this information is as of now obscure. The Streaming API takes three parameters: 
catchphrases (words, phrases, or hashtags), topographical limit boxes, and client ID. One approach to overcome the 1% restriction is 
to utilize the Twitter Firehose—a bolster gave by Twitter that enables access to 100% of every single open tweet. An exceptionally 
considerable disadvantage of the Firehose information is the prohibitive cost. Another disadvantage is the sheer measure of assets 
required to hold the Firehose information (servers, arrange accessibility, and circle space). Thusly, analysts and in addition chiefs in 
organizations and government foundations are compelled to settle on two renditions of the API: the openly accessible however 
constrained Streaming, and the extremely costly yet far reaching Firehose adaptation. To the best of our insight, no examination has 
been done to help those specialists and leaders by noting the accompanying: How does the utilization of the Streaming API 
influence basic measures and measurements performed on the information? In this article we answer this inquiry from alternate 
points of view. So as to get an example of pernicious and non-malignant clients, a crawler has been assembled utilizing Twitter 4j 
which is an open source Java library for Twitter API. Openly accessible dataset has been assembled through Twitter REST API that 
works by making a demand for a particular sort of information. Hence points of interest of clients, for example, IDs, screen name, 
area, companion's subtle elements, devotee's subtle elements and so forth has been gotten encoded in JSON(Java Script Object 
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Notation). There is a rate restrain for calls to API which is restricted to 350 solicitations for each hour per have . Keeping in mind 
the end goal to dodge blockage Twitter has been crept consistently for 5 weeks with rate breaking point of 300 solicitations for each 
hour, assembling an aggregate of 21,492 clients with their 20 latest tweets. 

VI. TREND PREDICTION 
Trend prediction[5] is applied to predict the trends in the mean average time of 1.43 hours ahead of twitter using latent source 
model, which is 79% ahead in time than latter. By this method, trending topics is detected and effectiveness of this is achieved by 
comparing the results to that of twitters’ prediction. Stochastic Model To influence the introduction more concrete, to give us a 
chance to center for whatever remains of this part on time-differing signals — the primary objects of worry in this proposition. In 
this specific circumstance, a watched question is essentially a flag in a period window of a specific length. An inactive source 
question might be thought of as a flag relating to a prototypical sort of occasion. In the event that a similar sort of occasion were to 
happen ordinarily, we assume that the subsequent watched signals are loud forms of the idle source flag relating to that kind of 
occasion. 

VII. BROWN CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
Brown clustering[7] is a hard hierarchical agglomerative clustering problem in light of distributional information. It is regularly 
connected to content, gathering words into groups that are thought to be semantically related by goodness of their having been 
installed in comparable settings. In natural language processing, It is also known as IBM clustering, It is a form of hierarchical 
clustering of words based on the contexts in which they occur, in the context of language modeling. The intuition behind the method 
is that a class-based language model (also called cluster n-gram model), i.e. one where probabilities of words are based on the 
classes (clusters) of previous words, is used to address the data sparsity problem inherent in language modeling. 

VIII. DETECTING MALIGNANT USERS 
A system for the recognition of malignant clients[6], non-malevolent clients and big names has been produced by utilizing a quality 
set for client order in light of client attributes. To detect vindictive clients, non-malevolent clients and famous people, a crawler has 
been created for Twitter and information of around 22K clients have been gathered from openly accessible data. Information of 
around 7,500 clients have been utilized for preparing and testing reason in Weka for order of clients. 5 classifiers have been utilized 
and thought about based on execution measurements like exactness, review, F-measure and precision. RandomForest beats every 
one of the classifiers with 99.8% precision. Weka tool stash has been utilized for grouping reason. Around 5 arrangement 
calculations have been utilized and looked at based on assessment measurements. With a specific end goal to arrange clients as 
noxious, non-malevolent and superstars or huge associations four gatherings are characterized. Gathering one comprises of clients 
with client score 1. This gathering incorporates individuals who take after expansive number of individuals and they likewise tweet 
more so as to pick up consideration of others. Such gathering likewise falls under vindictive class. Gathering three comprises of 
clients with 1< client score =5 and tweet score>=5. Such gathering takes after less number of individuals than their adherents and 
tweet all the more, so taken as famous people or enormous associations. After classification of four client gatherings, an aggregate 
of 7434 clients' database has been gotten that is utilized for preparing and testing reason. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
With the datasets collected via Twitter API - Stream API and REST API, those are processed by hybrid-seg to segment the tweets, 
and then stemming and Lemmatization is applied to trim the word to its root form. The brown clustering algorithm is used to cluster 
words into groups based on their characteristics. The Stochastic model is used to predict the trends and Random forest classifier is 
incorporated to detect the mallicious users.  
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X. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
The paper gives about 75% accurate results when it comes to predicting the trends. So in future, we will be working on getting more 
accurate results. 
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